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he lawyers at Anderson, Smyer
& Riddle are old-fashioned advocates in the true sense of the
word: Their mission is to zealously
support and defend their clients’ causes.
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TRUE PARTNERSHIP For the lawyers at ASR,

it’s not enough to simply know the law. In
addition to their legal expertise, they begin
each case with a comprehensive analysis
of the evidence and the client’s needs.
Every client gets individual attention. ASR
tailors their services to the specific requirements and unique challenges of each case.
The lawyers are dedicated to supporting
and defending their clients, and they care
about every client they represent.
Communication is the key factor in ASR’s
distinctive approach. The lawyers collaborate with the client to develop a plan that
best serves the client’s cause. Constant
communication with the client creates a
supportive atmosphere in which the lawyers and the client are partners in handling
the case. This philosophy of partnering
with their clients has led to successful

outcomes in federal and state courts in
Texas, Arkansas, Missouri, Oklahoma, and
Tennessee.

THE CASE BELONGS
TO THE CLIENTS, NOT
THE LAWYERS.
VERSATILITY AND SUCCESS The four lawyers of ASR bring diverse backgrounds
and experiences to the firm. This versatility enables them to successfully handle a
wide variety of cases, including all forms
of business dealings, professional liability,
health care, products liability, aviation and
transportation liability, and personal injury
cases. But most importantly, the lawyers
are truly in partnership with each other,
and their friendship and mutual respect
allows them to effectively work together
and help each other.

went to law school at Baylor University
together. Now together they have been
chosen as Texas Rising Stars. Joel Smyer
has been recognized by the Million Dollar
Advocates Forum through jury verdict.
“Service to our clients requires a plan of
action,” Smyer says. “That plan focuses
on getting a case in the best position
for trial while watching the bottom line
at all times.” Geff Anderson, who has
been appointed special deputy prosecutor
with the Tarrant County District Attorney’s
Office, agrees. He adds, “ASR and the
client set the goals for the litigation and
strive to attain success quickly.”
Through partnership and personal attention, Smyer, Anderson, and the other lawyers at ASR are dedicated to being genuine advocates for their clients.
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Anderson and Joel P. Smyer have been
working together for years – in fact, they
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